Answer to CSI: Orlando
All the murderers and victims are famous Disney characters. There are ten movies
referenced, each providing a victim and a murderer.
It’s possible to identify most of the victims from their outlines alone. To identify the
murderers is a little trickier. First, the crime scene notes contain clues about the killers,
and secondly the photos in the bottom right are rebuses of the killers’ names.
Unfortunately, the murderer and a victim from a given crime scene are not from the same
movie. In order to recreate the “crime ring” you must identify the killer from a given scene
and then link it to the victim that is from the same movie (but from a different crime!).
This will create a circle of murders, which leads you all the way back to the beginning.
For example, in the first crime scene (as indicated by the detective’s handwriting, we have
the outline of Genie from Aladdin. He was murdered by Bo Peep (BOW + PEEP) from Toy
Story. This means that the next victim is going to be from Toy Story and sure enough
Buzz Lightyear is one of the victims, and so on.
Here is the full crime ring:
GENIE
BUZZ LIGHTYEAR
MAD HATTER
PINOCCHIO
ARIEL
ROBIN HOOD
SNOW WHITE AND 6 DWARFS
PIGLET
DORY
CAPTAIN HOOK

BO PEEP (BOW + PEEP)
CHESHIRE CAT (CHESS + SHARK + AT)
GEPETTO (CHIP + PET + TOE)
SEBASTIAN (SUB + ASS + CHIN)
FRIAR TUCK (FRYER + TUCK)
DOPEY (DOUGH + PEE)
WINNIE THE POOH (WHEN + HEATH (Ledger) + APU)
NEMO (KNEE + MOE)
TINKERBELL (TIN + CURB + EL (train))
JAFAR (JEFF (Bridges) + ARRRR!)

To get the final answer, you need to notice that each of the crime scene notes contains a
number. If you index into the killer’s name using that number, you’ll get the message BIG
BAD WOLF, which is the dastardly mastermind of these gruesome deaths.

